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A B S T R A C T 

We examine the long-term spectroscopic and photometric variability of EX Lupi and TW Hya, studying the presence of stable 
accretion and the role it plays in the observed variability. Analysing the velocity modulations of the emission lines with STAR - 
MELT , we obtain information on the structure of the accretion columns and the disc–star connection. The emission-line radial 
v elocities rev eal that TW Hya, like EX Lupi, has a remarkably stable or slo w-v arying accretion column footprint, locked to the 
star for several years. The line-emitting regions are non-polar for both EX Lupi and TW Hya, and species with different energies 
differ in position. In contrast, the continuum emission as observed in the photometry is very variable and can be modelled 

by hotspot(s) that change o v er time in phase, shape, temperature, size, and location with respect to the emission-line region. 
The continuum emission region may not be limited to the stellar surface, especially during episodes of high accretion. The 
broad-line emission observed in EX Lupi during episodes of increased accretion reveals a further structure, which can be fitted 

by non-axisymmetric disc in Keplerian rotation inwards of the corotation radius. Since the radial velocity modulation due to 

accretion footprints is so stable, we used it to search for further velocity modulations. While no residual modulation (other 
than caused by stellar rotation) is found in these objects, a similar analysis could help to identify young planets/companions. 
Therefore, determining whether stable accretion footprints are common among young stars is a key to detect young planets. 

Key words: circumstellar matter – stars: individual: EX Lupi, TW Hya – stars: pre-main-sequence – stars: variables: T Tauri, 
Herbig Ae/Be. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

oung, pre-main-sequence stars have spectra rich in emission lines. 
hese lines have been, since the beginning, one of the defining 
haracteristics of T Tauri stars (TTS; Joy 1945 ). They are highly
ariable, especially in accreting stars (classical T Tauri stars, CTTS). 
TTS lines include forbidden and permitted transitions and typically 
isplay broad and narrow components (BC and NC) that originate in 
ifferent structures around the object, including accretion columns 
nd their hotspots footprints, and winds (Hamann & Persson 1992 ; 
amann 1994 ; Beristain, Edwards & Kwan 1998 ; Dodin & Lamzin
012 ). The variability in the line profiles reveals the structure and
istribution of the accretion columns around the star (Alencar, Johns- 
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rovided the original work is properly cited. 
rull & Basri 2001 ), their stability o v er time (K urosa wa & Romano va
013 ), and the spatial scales of the disc wind (Fang et al. 2014 ). 
The last two decades have seen substantial work concentrated on 
odelling the Hydrogen and Helium emission lines to constrain 

ccretion rates (e.g. Muzerolle, Hartmann & Calvet 1998 ; Lima 
t al. 2010 ; Alencar et al. 2012 ; Alcal ́a et al. 2014 ; Alcal ́a et al.
017 ), although the metallic lines also provide information about 
he processes taking place on the surface of the star (Beristain
000 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ), including chromospheric activity 
Ingleby et al. 2011 ). In particular, the typically narrow, metallic
mission lines are very useful to track the location of the footprints of
ccretion columns and their time variability in CTTS (Sicilia-Aguilar 
t al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). These metallic lines tend
o be less saturated and not so much affected by self-absorption
nd/or extended emission from the accretion columns themselves 
r from winds. Different metallic lines often originate in regions 
ith different temperatures and densities, thus being very useful 
is is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
h permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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Figure 1. Timeline of the observations of EX Lupi (top) and TW Hya (bottom), showing the date-dependent colour-code used in the rest of figures. 
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o study the post-shock accretion region and to track the accreting
aterial. The study of the NC has revealed that, at least in some

bjects, the line-emitting region is surprisingly stable o v er sev eral
ears (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). This
tability of accretion structures can explain the difficulties detecting
eriodic signals from companions or exoplanets, since radial velocity
odulations due to accretion can pervade the data o v er decades

K ́osp ́al et al. 2014 ). 
The main limitation to use the NC metallic lines velocities

s that the post-shock region is very close to the stellar surface
Dodin & Lamzin 2012 ) and, if located at high latitudes, the
odulation caused by the rotation of the star spans only a frac-

ion of the projected rotational velocity, v sin i (Gahm et al. 2013 ;
icilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ; McGinnis, Bouvier & Gallet 2020 ).
e thus need to study many high-resolution spectra o v er time

nd extract with high accuracy as many lines as possible. This is
ow feasible thanks to the STAR-MELT code (Campbell-White et al.
021 ), which enables a quick extraction and analysis of the emission
ines. 

Here, we present the STAR-MELT analysis of EX Lupi and TW
ya, two well-known young stars for which there are large numbers
f high-resolution spectra available. Both objects have unmistakable
ignatures of different types of variability, ranging from year-long
ccretion bursts (EX Lupi; Herbig 2007 ) to hours time-scale events
TW Hya; Dupree et al. 2012 ). The y thus represent two v ery
ifferent cases among young stars, despite their similar spectral
ype and mass. We take a first step expanding the study of the
tability of accretion columns, combining the emission-line analysis
ith ground-based and Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite ( TESS )
hotometry to impro v e our understanding of accretion around
ery different systems. We also examine the causes behind the
hotometric variability, and use the spectroscopic data to explore
urther periodic or quasi-periodic signals o v er longer time-scales.
he NC of EX Lupi have been already thoroughly examined

Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ), so we
oncentrate on the BC and the photometry. TW Hya is one of
he most observed young stars, and thus offers a great opportunity
o test the capabilities of STAR-MELT and the feasibility of using
ine velocities to find the rotational period in objects with irregular
hotometry. Section 2 discusses the av ailable observ ations. Section 3
resents the analysis of both the spectroscopy and photometry
ata. The results are discussed in Section 4 and summarized in
ection 5 . 
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
 PRESENTING  T H E  DATA  A N D  

BSERVATI ONS  

n this section, we briefly describe the sources and available data.
ig. 1 presents the data available and temporal co v erage. 

.1 A brief summary of source properties 

ince some source properties are important for the analysis, and some
f them are further revised in our work, we summarize them here. 
EX Lupi is the prototype of the EXor class, low-mass stars with

ecurrent accretion outburst with time-scales between months to
ears (Herbig 1977 , 2008 ; Herbig et al. 2001 ; Audard et al. 2014 ;
ischer et al. 2022 ). As such, it has been typically studied during
utburst. Although EX Lupi can increase in brightness by several
agnitudes during strong outbursts (Herbig 1977 ; Jones 2008 ), it also

hows milder accretion variations on a continuous basis (Lehmann,
eipurth & Brandner 1995 ) and bursts (Cruz-S ́aenz de Miera et al.
023 ), which alter the number, strength, and width of the many
mission lines in its spectrum (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ). The Gaia
R3 parallax for EX Lupi is 6.463 ± 0.015 mas (Re-normalized Unit
eight Error , R UWE = 1.115; Gaia Collaboration 2016 , 2021 ),

iving distance of 154.7 ± 0.4 pc. EX Lupi has a 7.417 d rotation
eriod, first determined via the radial velocities of its emission lines
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ) and later confirmed using TESS data
rom sector 12 (Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). This rotation period,
ogether with the wealth of emission lines and line-dependent veiling,
s responsible for the radial velocity modulation of its photospheric
pectrum (K ́osp ́al et al. 2014 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ). According
o our previous NC work (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ) and to inner disc
odelling (Sipos et al. 2009 ), the system has a low-to-intermediate

nclination ( ∼ 20 ◦–40 ◦), also confirmed for the outer disc with
LMA (32 ◦; White et al. 2020 ). The matter content in the inner
isc is known to change as result of the outbursts, and the inner
isc structures are non-axisymmetric (Goto et al. 2011 ; K ́osp ́al et al.
011 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2012 ; Banzatti et al. 2015 ). 
TW Hya is one of the best-studied CTTS thanks to its privileged

istance, 60.14 ± 0.05 pc ( Gaia DR3, RUWE = 1.175, parallax
6.629 ± 0.015 mas; Gaia Collaboration 2016 , 2021 ). The system
s viewed at low inclination (Qi et al. 2004 ; Huang et al. 2018 ). If the
nclination of the star is similar to the inclination of the inner disc,
hich is not too different from the outer disc inclination, the value
ould be 4.3 ± 1.0 ◦ (Pontoppidan et al. 2008 ), although the stellar
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nclination may be somewhat higher ( ∼15 ◦, Donati et al. 2011 ) and
here is evidence of misaligned structures (Debes et al. 2023 ). Since
he radial velocities of spectral lines at the stellar surface are very
mall, TW Hya also tests the capabilities of STAR-MELT . 

TW Hya has a rotational period of 3.56 d (Hu ́elamo et al. 2008 ),
lbeit not as clear as the one of EX Lupi. Hu ́elamo et al. ( 2008 )
eport photometric variations with periods of the order of 6.1 and 
.5 d, while Siwak et al. ( 2014 , 2018a ) detected oscillations with
.18 and 3.7–3.8 d periods using MOST on two different epochs, 
ucinski et al. ( 2008 ) found considerable noise and a 3.7 d peak, and
upree et al. ( 2012 ) retrieved a photometric period of 4.774 d. The
ifficulty in determining the rotational period via photometry arises 
rom the very irregular, bursting light curve. At very low inclinations, 
ignificant changes in the visibility of photometric spots are rare, but 
e also note that the day-to-day variability in TW Hya is nearly

s large as that of EX Lupi in quiescence, albeit not periodic. TW
ya is a relatively fast rotator and has a non-negligible projected 

otational velocity ( v sin i = 6.2 ± 1.3 or 7 ± 3 km s −1 , Weise et al.
010 ; Venuti et al. 2019 , respectively). The accretion rate is low, ∼3
10 −9 M � yr −1 (Weise et al. 2010 ; Venuti et al. 2019 ), as expected

or a relati vely e volved disc in a ∼8 Myr old association (Donaldson
t al. 2016 ). 

.2 Spectroscopy 

he spectroscopy data were obtained from public programs via 
he European Southern Observatory (ESO) Science Portal 1 and the 
anada–France–Ha waii Telescope (CFHT) archiv e, 2 see Table A1 

or a summary of observations. The data comprise observations from 

he high-resolution spectroscopes HARPS (High Accuracy Radial- 
elocity Planet Searcher; R ∼ 115 000, wav elength co v erage 3780–
710 Å, Mayor et al. 2003 ), FEROS (Fiber-fed Extended Range Op-
ical Spectrograph, R ∼ 48 000, wav elength co v erage 3500–9200 Å
ith some gaps, Kaufer et al. 1999 ), and ESPaDOnS (Echelle Spectro 
olarimetric Device for the Observation of Stars; intensity spectra 
ith R ∼ 65 000, wav elength co v erage 3700–10 500 Å with some
aps, Donati et al. 1997 ; Moutou et al. 2015 ). They were reduced
y the corresponding instrument pipelines, which are well suited 
or our purposes (Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). For FEROS, the 
arycentric correction was further revised following M ̈uller et al. 
 2013 ). 

TW Hya was observed using FEROS (183 spectra), HARPS (34 
pectra), and ESPaDOnS (213 spectra), taken between 2005 and 
018. EX Lupi was observed between 2007 and 2019. Here, we 
oncentrated on the BC , which are seen in the strongest lines during
eriods of increased accretion (see Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ). The 
pectra displaying significant BC were selected after visualization 
ith STAR-MELT . This resulted in 62 observations for EX Lupi, taken
etween 2007 and 2014 (excluding the 2008 outburst data, which was 
nalysed by Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2012 ) where the BC were strong
nough to be fitted and extracted. Not all the lines are visible in all
he spectra, and the BC of lines such as Ca II and Fe II are mostly
isible during periods of increased accretion. 

.3 LCOGT photometry 

e obtained photometric data for EX Lupi with the automated 
 m telescopes from Las Cumbres Observatory Global Telescope 
 http:// archive.eso.org/ scienceportal/ home 
 https://www.cadc- ccda.hia- iha.nrc- cnrc.gc.ca/en/search/

(  

3

etwork (LCOGT; Brown et al. 2013 ), between 2015 June and
ugust, a phase or relative quiescence. Observations were taken 

t variable cadences between hours to days, with a higher cadence 
uring the last 5 d. Each set of observations consisted of 10 and
00 s exposures (for g ′ , r ′ , i ′ ) and a 300 s exposure for the u ′ band.
COGT provides the basic data calibration, including bias, flat field, 
nd an astrometry solution. We performed aperture photometry using 
YTHON PHOTUTILS . The automated astrometry solution had numerous 
ailures throughout the data set, so we used ASTROPY (Astropy 
ollaboration 2013 , 2018 ) and ASTROQUERY task AstrometryNet to 

efine the coordinate solution (Lang et al. 2010 ). A relative calibration
as obtained using stars with similar magnitudes within the field of
ie w (follo wing Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2013 , 2017 ). The calibration
ailed when it had less than five comparison stars or when the relation
as non-linear. A large number of u ′ band images failed due to

heir few sources. Excluding the failed data, this resulted in eight
hotometry points for u ′ , 107 data points each for g ′ and r ′ , and 106
or i ′ . The light curve is shown in Fig. 2 and the relative photometry
s listed in Table A2 . 

To study the colour variations, measurements from different bands 
ere considered simultaneous if taken within 30 min. Given the 
.417 d rotational period (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ) and what we
ee in TESS data, the uncertainties arising from this time lapse
re minimal. When more than one measurement was available 
ithin 30 min, all were used to derive the colour, so the spread
ives information on the uncertainty. We also removed points that 
eviate by more than 1.5 σ from those taken within the same
 h (a range in which the light curve does not show significant
ariations). 

.4 AAVSO photometry 

o offer a similar multiband photometry view for TW Hya, we used
ata from the American Association of Variable Stars Observers 
AAVSO, Kafka 2021 ; Kloppenborg 2022 ), available via the AAVSO
ata base. 3 The data we use comprised verified observations in 
ohnsons filters B , V , R , and I , contributed by different observers,
nd obtained between JD 2 459 269 and JD 2459724, comprising 847
 B ), 949 ( V ), 777 ( R ), and 686 ( I ) data points. Many observations are
early simultaneous (taken within less than 6 min), and were used
o explore colour variations. Older data and other filters had worse
ampling and higher uncertainties, so they are not considered. The 
ata are displayed in Fig. 3 . 
The AAVSO also contains data for EX Lupi (see Fig. 3 , bottom),

cquired during and after the 2008 outburst (visual filter only) and
uring a recent significant outburst (Johnsons filters B , V , R , and I ),
o they are not directly comparable with our quiescence LCOGT 

ata. On the other hand, the multiwavelength data set offers a very
ood view of the photometric changes during episodes of increased 
ccretion, displaying the contrast between quiescence and outburst, 
nlike the LCOGT and TESS data. We thus chose to include the
022 burst data for our analysis, non-uniformly sampled between JD 

459651 and JD 2459720, and containing 248, 316, 242, and 190
ata points in B , V , R , and I , respectively. 

.5 TESS photometry 

oth EX Lupi and TW Hya have been observed by the the TESS
Ricker et al. 2015 ). We use the TESS data to verify the rotational
MNRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 

 See https://www.aavso.org 

http://archive.eso.org/scienceportal/home
https://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/en/search/
https://www.aavso.org
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Figure 2. Light curve (top) and colour variability (bottom) for EX Lupi as observed with the LCOGT. All magnitudes are shown relative to the mean 
value, and an extra offset ( −0.1 mag for g ′ and + 0.1 mag for i ′ ) has been added in the top panel for better visualization. The colours of the symbols 
are assigned depending on date (see Fig. 1 ). Small symbols are used to denote measurements that have a large errors and are thus less accurate than the 
rest. 

Figure 3. Colour–magnitude diagrams showing the variability for TW Hya (top) and EX Lupi (botton) in the AAVSO data. The data points are coloured from 

red to purple according to the epoch when they were observed (see Fig. 1 ), so points that are close in time have similar colours. Extinction vectors for A V = 0.5 
mag and R V = 3.1 (red bold line) and R V = 5 (dotted red line) are also displayed for comparison, following Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis ( 1989 ). For EX Lupi, 
these data correspond to the evolution out of a minor outburst or burst in 2022, so that it is substantially different from what we observe with the LCOGT during 
quiescence. 
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eriod and to identify other types of variability that may affect the
pectral lines, such as extinction events or buster behaviour. 

EX Lupi was observed by TESS in sectors 12 (2019 May 21 to
une 19, 30 min cadence) and 39 (2021 May 26 to June 24, 10 min
adence). The light-curve data were obtained from the Barbara A.
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 

4

ikulski Archive for Space Telescopes ( MAST 

4 ; Powell et al. 2022 ).
or TW Hya, the TESS observations correspond to Sector 9 (2019
 https:// mast.stsci.edu/ portal/ Mashup/ Clients/ Mast/ Portal.html 

https://mast.stsci.edu/portal/Mashup/Clients/Mast/Portal.html
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ebruary 28 to March 26, 30 min cadence) and Sector 36 (2021 March 
7 to 2021 April 02, 10 min cadence). Since the light curves were
ot available, we used ELEANOR 5 (Brasseur et al. 2019 ; Feinstein et al.
019 ) to e xtract them. F ollo wing our pre vious experience (Campbell-
hite et al. 2021 ), we used the principal component analysis (PCA)

o detrend the data. There were no significant differences when using
arious types of apertures, and the MAST light curves for EX Lupi
ere essentially identical if extracted with ELEANOR , demonstrating 

heir robustness. 
Both objects show flares and burster behaviour (especially, TW 

ya and, to a lesser extent, EX Lupi during 2021), but there is no
vidence of dips or occultations by circumstellar material. Those 
re not seen in the ground-based photometry either, suggesting that 
he observed variability is dominated by rotation in objects with hot 
nd/or cold spots and accretion variability. 

 ANALYSIS  

n this section, we first analyse the NC emission lines, which provide
he best information about stellar rotation in both objects as first
tep to derive a coherent picture, adding later the multiwavelength, 
ulticadence photometry data. We start with the processes on the 

tellar surface or close to it (e.g. spots), later moving onto the BC
mission lines, which are related to extended and more complex 
tructures. Our aim is to compare all the data, so we begin by
isplaying the phase-folded data for both objects in Figs 4 and 5 .
hey are the reference for the analysis and discussion that follow. 

.1 STAR-MELT line extraction and basic analysis 

he line identification and fitting was done with STAR-MELT 

Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). The STAR-MELT extraction and analysis 
f the NC for EX Lupi was presented in Campbell-White et al. ( 2021 ),
ev ealing a v ery stable (or v ery slowly changing, with time-scales of
ears), single accretion hotspot, its location not affected by variations 
n the accretion rate, dominating the NC emission. This work thus
oncentrates on the BC , discussed in Section 3.5 . 

For TW Hya, we performed the same process as in Campbell- 
hite et al. ( 2021 ), finding the emission lines in the average

pectrum, creating a list of lines, and then fitting the NC with
ne positive Gaussian to determine the line velocity. Not all the 
ines were detected in all spectra due to differences in spectral 
o v erage between instruments, variations in line strength (e.g. related 
o accretion variability), and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Only lines 
etected well o v er 3 σ were analysed. The analysis relies on the line
elocity, not its intensity. The fit line velocity was corrected by the
tellar radial velocity, estimated by STAR-MELT via cross-correlating 
egions of the spectra without emission lines with a template 
ith a similar spectral type. For TW Hya, we measured radial 
elocity v r = 12.26 ± 0.11 km s −1 and projected rotational velocity 
 sin i = 4.6 ± 0.7 km s −1 . Both were derived for each high-resolution
nstrument (FEROS, ESPaDOnS, and HARPS) independently, and 
he final result is the weighted average. All the results are consistent,
ith HARPS giving a slightly lower value ( v sin i = 3.3 ± 0.5 km s −1 ),
hile the rest of measurements range from 4.3 to 5.3 km s −1 with a

ypical uncertainty ∼0.3–0.5 km s −1 . 
The NC lines were fitted using a 20–70 km s −1 window, chosen to

o v er the line width and to minimize the goodness-of-fit parameter
GOF, similar to a χ2 ) o v er the largest number of lines. The Ca II
 https:// pypi.org/ project/ eleanor/ 

d  

o  

o  
nfrared (IR) lines are broad and best fit with a 70 km s −1 window,
hile for He I and H I lines 30–50 km s −1 is more appropriate, and
arrow Fe II lines are best done with a 20 km s −1 window. The results
f using different windows are essentially identical. We rejected any 
ine for which the Gaussian fit failed or GOF ≥ 0.3–1 (depending
n the line width, since the GOF is worse for broader lines), those
ith uncertain velocities (compared with the typical line velocity and 
elocity width) and/or deviating more than 3 σ with respect to the rest
f the measurements. As a brief comment on line width, the typical
ull width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the lines is 10–20 km s −1 

or the metallic NC, too large to be of thermal origin. This suggests
 highly turbulent region as expected in the accretion post-shock 
e gion (Hartmann, Hercze g & Calv et 2016 ). The lines observ ed in
W Hya are listed in Table 1 . 
The line velocity data were examined using a generalized Lomb–

cargle Periodogram (LSP; Scargle 1982 ; Horne & Baliunas 1986 ;
echmeister & K ̈urster 2009 ; VanderPlas 2018 ) as available via
YTHON ASTROPY , to identify the most likely periodic signals in
he data. Lines that have an LSP peak around the rotational period
re considered rotationally modulated. The strength of a periodic 
ignal is e v aluated via the false-alarm probability (FAP), which we
alculated using the Baluev approximation that assumes that the 
oise is white and uncorrelated. This provides a lower limit to the
AP, since time-resolved observations are affected to some extent by 
ed noise and cadence-related issues. Our aim is not to independently 
erive a rotational period for every line, but to check which lines are
onsistent with rotational modulation, so this approach is suitable. 
urther verification of the periodicity is done via phase-folded light 
urves. 

If an emission line is produced on the stellar surface and rota-
ionally modulated, the radial velocity of the line (RV line ) as the star
otates describes a sinusoidal curve as given by 

V line = V 

′ 
0 + v sin i cos θs sin φ, (1) 

here V 

′ 
0 is the offset velocity after correcting for the stellar radial

elocity, v sin i is the projected rotational velocity, θ s is the latitude of
he spot, and φ the phase angle (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ; McGinnis
t al. 2020 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). The offset velocity can be
ue to additional motions of the line-producing material, such as 
nfall, and changes from line to line depending on its optical depth
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ). It may also reflect systematic errors
n the laboratory wavelength of the line. The maximum velocity 
mplitude due to rotational modulation is v sin i , for an equatorial
pot. Nevertheless, lines produced at some height o v er the stellar
urface may have a higher amplitude, assuming that solid-body 
otation dominates on that spatial scale. 

.2 Spectroscopy analysis 

.2.1 Line velocity periodicity for TW Hya 

W Hya has significantly less NC emission lines than EX Lupi, but
he y pro vide a strikingly clear 3.56 d period, fully consistent with the
xpected rotational period (Hu ́elamo et al. 2008 ). The rotational
eriod is detected in essentially every line that has enough S/N
nd a sufficient number of observations, with typical differences 
n period of less than ∼1 h (see Fig. 6 and Table 2 ). Although the
hotometry data reveal an erratic burster behaviour (Fig. 5 ), the
otational modulation of the emission lines is clean, stable and robust
uring the 13 yr co v ered by the spectra. The velocity amplitudes
bserved are al w ays below v sin i and thus consistent with an origin
n the stellar surface. As in EX Lupi (K ́osp ́al et al. 2014 ), stable
MNRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
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Figure 4. Phase-folded data showing the phase variations observed in EX Lupi in spectral lines versus magnitudes and colours. All the data here are wrapped 
with the same period as obtained from spectroscopy, 7.4169 d, and taking as reference MJD = 54309.1147 d (starting point of data in Campbell-White et al. 
2021 ). In each figure, the data are coloured from red to purple according to the epoch, taking as limits the beginning and end of each data set (see Fig. 1 ). The 
top plot shows the He II 4686 Å line with it sinusoidal fit (dashed line) from Campbell-White et al. ( 2021 ), next to the TESS data, noting that the rest of spectral 
lines display the same behaviour with differences only up to ∼10 ◦. Below, from top to bottom, we display the phase-folded LCOGT magnitudes, the LCOGT 

colours, the AAVSO magnitudes, and the AAVSO colours. 
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 , but for TW Hya, using the period of the He I 5016 Å line (3.5558 d) and a starting point JD = 2458543.827644 d. 
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ccretion spots may cause the spurious radial velocity variations 
nitially interpreted as a companion (Setiawan et al. 2008 ) and latter
xplained as a cold spot (Hu ́elamo et al. 2008 ). The amplitudes are
maller than in EX Lupi, likely due to the nearly pole-on position. 

As for EX Lupi, higher-energy lines, such as He I 5016 Å and
he Fe II multiplet at 4924 and 5018 Å show very clean modulations
hrough the entire data set. They are also the strongest lines without
lueshifted absorption from winds, which may contribute to their 
leanliness. Stronger He I and Ca II lines are also rotationally mod-
lated, albeit with higher FAP. The rotational modulation is evident 
ven in lines such as the He I 7065 Å, strongly affected by tellurics. 

The only lines with dominant LSP peak substantially different 
rom 3.6 d are H δ and Ca II 8662 Å. H δ is the only one of the Balmer
ines without self-absorption or blends. It has a low-significance 
eriod of 6.2 d, close to twice the rotational period and only slightly
tronger than the second peak, at 3.66 d. Considering that, even if
MNRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
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Table 1. Lines detected by STAR-MELT in the TW Hya spectra. Information 
on the laboratory wavelength (in air), transition probability, and energies of 
the lower and upper levels (from the NIST data base; Kramida 2010 ), as well 
as on observations of the line in other stars (EX Lupi, ZCMa, and ASASSN- 
13db, see Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2012 , 2015 , 2017 , 2020b ; Campbell-White 
et al. 2021 ) is also provided. Only eight lines are shown here, with the rest 
being available online via CDS. 

Species Wavelength A ki E i -E k Notes 
( Å) (s −1 ) (eV) 

Ca II 3933.66 1.47 e 8 0.000–3.151 ZCMa/EXLup 
Ca II 3968.47 1.40 e 8 0.000–3.123 ZCMa/EXLup 
H I 3970.04 4.39 e 5 10.199–13.321 EXLup 
He I 4026.19 1.16 e 7 20.964–24.043 EXLup 
H I 4101.71 2.86 e 6 10.199–13.221 ZCMa/EXLup 
H I 4340.47 2.53 e 6 10.199–13.055 ZCMa/EXLup 
He I 4471.48 2.46 e 7 20.964–23.736 EXLup 
He II 4685.8 2.21 e 8 48.372–51.017 EXLup 
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he line seems symmetric and narrow, it may still be affected by
bsorption, the result cannot be considered as discrepant. The short
eriod of the Ca II 8662 Å line 6 is harder to interpret, although the
ine also shows a 3.57 d period. Ca II 8542 Å has a second peak at
.46 d, which could mean that the Ca II IR lines have a different
ignature from the rest. The ∼1.4 d peak is particularly evident when
he line is fitted with a broader window, which suggests it is caused
y uncertainties and a residual BC in very variable lines. TW Hya
as very weak BC ’s, but the complex shape of EX Lupi’s BC also
isplays a shorter period (see Section 3.5 ), and TW Hya may be
imilar. Phase-folding confirms that the Ca II IR lines are rotationally
odulated, especially considering data o v er short time intervals. 
Significant differences in the accretion rate (as inferred from the

trength of the H α line) do not affect the presence or absence
f rotational modulation. For the metallic lines, the modulation
s cleaner when the accretion rate is higher, but this seems a
onsequence of S/N, since the NC lines are stronger when accretion
s stronger. For stronger lines such as the Ca II IR triplet or the Ca II H
nd K lines, and He I lines, the modulation is messier when accretion
ate is higher, which could be due to wind- or accretion-related
bsorption or BC distorting the profile. The ubiquitous modulation,
ndependent of the accretion rate, is an additional similarity between
W Hya and EX Lupi, where the NC velocity modulations are
ot e ven af fected by outbursts (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ). Due
o its fewer lines, and since the strongest lines are too narrow and
ffected by collisional de-excitation, we cannot further estimate
he structure of the line region using, for example, the Sobolev
pproximation. 

.2.2 Determining the location of the accretion column footprints 

ollowing equation ( 1 ), we can determine the location of the NC-
mitting region for each species. Since we observe changes in the
mplitude o v er time that do not simply respond to noise, we followed
he same procedure for TW Hya as we did for EX Lupi in Campbell-

hite et al. ( 2021 ), and divided the data in various epochs, taking
ntervals that are as short as possible while still containing a large-
nough number of points for the fit to be meaningful. The number of
ime intervals that produce significant results varies from line to line
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 

 ESP aDOnS and FEROS hav e gaps near the 8498 and 8542 Å lines, 
espectively, so Ca II 8662 Å has more observations. 

b  

s  

t  

c  
ue to differences in line S/N. We explored the location as a function
f wavelength, date, and species, which can reveal information on the
emperature and density structure in the accretion column (Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). 
Fig. 7 shows examples of the fits (listed in Table A3 ), which can

e transformed into locations on the stellar surface. and Fig. 8 shows
he transformation of the fitted values per line, species, and epoch
nto a polar plot with longitude and latitude location for different
ines and epochs: from equation ( 1 ), a change in the amplitude of the

odulation corresponds to a change in latitude for the NC-emitting
egion. The sinusoidal modulation is cleaner o v er shorter time spans,
nd on certain dates, and we also observe significant changes in
mplitude that evidence changes in location. Observational noise is
esponsible for the lack of modulation in some epochs, which are not
sed in the polar plot. Due to the nearly pole-on inclination, detecting
he modulation would be impossible if the lines were arising from
 mildly extended region, confirming their origin in a very compact
egion. 

Vertical changes or stratification in the location of the post-shock
egion, resulting for instance from a variation of the accretion column
ensity, could also induce differences, and not all NC need to
riginate at the same height. In EX Lupi, the phase offsets between
he lines suggested that the structure, albeit small, is extended
nd contains trailing parts with slightly different phases, which is
onsistent with a vertical scale o v er the accretion footprint (Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). Changes to this

cale, rotating at the same pace as the star, could allow for larger
elocities if the NC-emitting region is further away from the stellar
urface. 

To test this hypothesis, we examined the NC velocity amplitudes
or both objects. For EX Lupi, the Ca II 8662 Å line has an amplitude
f 0.37 ± 0.06 km s −1 , while He II 4686 Å has 2.5 ± 0.3 km s −1 

Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). If we assume that the Ca II line forms
t the stellar surface, and that He II forms at the same latitude but
igher up, it would require a very large and unphysical difference
n radius, nearly a factor of 7. For TW Hya, we took the data
entred around MJD = 55200 d, which have the largest and cleanest
umber of measurements (see Table A3 and Fig. 7 ). There is a
lear difference between the amplitude (and phase) of the Ca II
ines and the rest, and comparing it with the high amplitude He I
016 and Fe II 5018 Å lines, the difference in radius would be
 factor of ∼5–6, which is again too large. Even the differences
etween strong lines (with amplitudes ∼1 km s −1 ) and others (with
mplitudes ∼0.6 km s −1 ) produce a very large factor, ∼1–2. In
ontrast, the latitude changes are moderate, as seen in Fig. 8 . There-
ore, although some vertical structure is una v oidable considering
he energies and transition probabilities of different lines, vertical
tratification alone cannot explain the variations in the radial velocity
mplitude. 

Despite the variations in amplitude and phase, the location of the
ot and dense region that emits the NC in TW Hya (in particular,
or the energetic lines) is very well defined, very compact and close
o the stellar pole (see Fig. 8 ). A close-to-polar dominant accretion
pot is in agreement with the single spot revealed by magnetic field
apping at a different epoch (Donati et al. 2011 ), so the NC behaviour

uggests this configuration may be usual in TW Hya. EX Lupi shows
o significant change in the phase of the line modulation o v er the
3 yr of observations despite some phase (and amplitude) differences
etween species (Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). TW Hya lines show
tronger changes in the phase (or longitude) of the lines: although
he modulation is al w ays evident and the NC-emitting regions are
oncentrated at latitudes o v er 60 ◦, the longitude does change in time
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Figure 6. Examples of phase-folded line velocity data (top) and LSP (bottom) for several of the lines observed for TW Hya. We include lines for which we 
detect a highly significant peak around 3.56 d (e.g. Fe II 5018 and He I 5016) and Ca II 8498 Å, with lower significance. The colours in the phase-folded data 
reflect the date (see Fig. 1 ). The data for each line has been phase-folded according to its individual best period, which explains the differences and small phase 
offsets. 

Table 2. List of periods observed for TW Hya for all the emission lines with 
significant S/N. The FAP is determined using the Baluev method, being a 
lower limit. Note that the Ca II lines display signatures of quasi-periodicity, 
probably due to extra variability in the line wings (e.g. from accretion and 
winds). 

Species Period FAP Number Comments 
(d) points 

CaII 3934 3.44408 4 e −4 303 Quasi-period 
HeI 4026 3.34022 8 e −3 271 
HI 4102 3.65501 3 e −3 312 Also shows a 6.2 d period 
HeI 4471 3.56944 2 e −6 352 
HeII 4686 3.55568 0.05 145 Very weak line 
HeI 4713 3.34873 4 e −5 356 
HeI 4922 3.61393 6 e −7 397 
FeII 4924 3.56778 4 e −11 289 
HeI 5016 3.55583 8 e −12 417 
FeII 5018 3.60264 3 e −14 296 Strongest line 
HeI 5875 3.56879 4 e −6 459 
HeI 6678 3.57531 1 e −6 408 
HeI 7065 3.08375 1 e −3 84 Modulated despite tellurics 
CaII 8498 3.56927 3 e −11 458 
CaII 8542 3.13435 9 e −11 284 Quasi-period 3.1–3.8 d 
CaII 8662 3.56837 1 e −4 457 Also shows a 1.4 d period 
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s if the line-emitting region shifted around the star, so the spot
ocation is not as stable as in EX Lupi, varying by about 120 ◦ and
howing a larger spread within a single epoch, while in EX Lupi they
re al w ays concentrated within the same quadrant. 

There is also a difference between the location of the Ca II IR lines
nd the rest, with the Ca II IR lines having lower amplitudes and
hus being closer to the pole. They also have the lowest FAP among
trong lines, the largest deviations from the 3.56 d period, and are
roader than the rest of metallic lines. The Ca II IR modulation in
X Lupi also has lower amplitude than for the rest of lines (Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ), but the sinusoidal
odulation is still clear in both stars. This points towards a physical

eason for the difference between the spatial origin of different lines, 
uch as observed in the structured spot found by Espaillat et al.
 2021 ), and is a signature of stratification (in temperature/density)
ather than simply dilution due to an origin in extended regions. 

As a final note, we explored whether the slight LSP period
ariations from line to line could be due to differential rotation, but
e did not find any correlation with the excitation energy or transition
robability of the line, nor the modulation amplitude, and the period,
or any of the two objects. Since all lines are consistent with the
ame rotational period in both objects, we conclude that, although 
ifferences in phase and amplitude are significant, the differences 
n period are not. Section 4 discusses all the possibilities in more
etail. 

.2.3 Unveiling underlying radial velocity variations 

n addition to the variations in amplitude (or latitude), we also observe 
ome changes in the zero-point offset of the NC from epoch to epoch
or both TW Hya and EX Lupi. This suggests that there could be
dditional residual radial velocity variations. Note that, although 
he global offset for a given line is affected by the uncertainty in
he wavelengths (our sub-km s −1 uncertainties are often better than 
he precision in the NIST data base wavelengths), the differences 
etween epochs are robust and agree across observations done with 
ifferent instruments (see also Campbell-White et al. 2023 , who 
onfirmed the agreement between instruments), ruling out relative 
alibration issues. The differences in offset velocity are clear when 
horter time intervals are taken into account (Figs 6 and 7 ). A
hange in the offset velocity produced by a massive companion 
ould affect all lines in the same way. Nevertheless, if the line-

mitting region is not so simple or not locked to the stellar surface,
hings such as small changes in the infall velocity within a stratified
ost-shock region, or line-dependent variations in optical depth (so 
hat the observed emission changes its location along the strati- 
ed region) could cause similar but line-dependent radial velocity 
ariations. 

We used the offset calculated o v er different periods of time to
 xtract an y further potential signature of radial v elocity variation.
MNRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
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Figure 7. Rotational modulation in the Ca II 8662 Å and He I 5016 Å lines in TW Hya as a function of date, considering the 3.556 d period derived from the 
He I 5016 Å line. We only consider time interv als for which there are enough consecuti ve (no more than a fe w days between observ ations) data to try to fit a 
modulation, and the colour scheme here is set to vary from period to period within each epoch, for clarity. A similar behaviour is observed in other lines. 

Figure 8. Polar plots for TW Hya, showing the positions of the line-emitting region derived from line fitting for various species over different time intervals, as 
shown in Fig. 7 (see the list of lines and dates in Table A3 ). The left plot shows the dependency with the wavelength, the middle plot shows the variation o v er 
time, and the right plot shows the distribution of different species. Note that, since the spots are very close to the pole, the figures are zoomed so the outer ring 
corresponds to 40 ◦ latitude and not to the equator. The latitudes have been estimated considering the v sin i = 3.3 km s −1 , as derived from the HARPS data, and 
the rotational period of 3.5558 d obtained for the He I 5016 Å line. The phase is given relative to the arbitrary date MJD = 53460.22582 d. Note that, although 
the data for certain lines had significantly higher uncertainties and noise, there is a very good agreement for all lines, especially when considering a given date. 
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Figure 9. LSP for the TESS data for TW Hya (left) and EX Lupi (right). The 
LSP peak and the period derived from the emission lines are both marked. 
The diagrams include the data from both sectors together. 
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or both EX Lupi and TW Hya, any remnant periodic signature
as low significance and is similar to the rotational period of the
tar, thus suggesting that it is a relic of the rotational modulation
tself. This, plus the fact that not all the lines have the same
ffsets at any given time (see Fig. 7 ), makes it unlikely that the
ariations are caused by a global change in stellar velocity (e.g. as
nduced by a companion), at least, down to the typical ∼0.1 km s −1 

ncertainties (see Table A3 ). Therefore, the leading causes remain
hanges in optical depth and/or in the infall velocity within the
tratified post-shock region, or changes in the stellar photosphere or
pot structure(s), all of which can be rotationally modulated. Changes
ue to optical depth effects that cause lines to arise from slightly
ifferent places have been documented in EX Lupi (Sicilia-Aguilar
t al. 2015 ). Although one reasonable cause for these variations
n the post-shock region could be a change in the accretion rate,
e do not observe a clear correlation between the strength of

ccretion (or line intensity, Fang et al. 2009 ) and the changes in
mplitude, phase, or offset velocity. Further variations on the global
ize of the line-emitting region, or near -b ut-distinct secondary spots
ith a variety of temperatures and densities, may be also behind
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 

his. 
.3 TESS photometry analysis 

hase-folding of the TESS data confirms the rotational periods
etected by the NC. The light curve for TW Hya is very irregular. The
est LSP period is 4.066 d (Fig. 9 ), but phase-folding favours a 3.6
 period. If the two data sets are fitted separately, we find that Sector
6 data has roughly the same 4.060 d period, while Sector 9 has a
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Figure 10. Periodograms for the broad-band photometry ( g ′ , r ′ , and i ′ filters) 
in EX Lupi, showing the 1 × 10 −7 FAP level for white noise (see the text). 
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.595 d period. The rotational period is more evident in the 2019
ata, when the star was brighter by about 0.4 mag. The periodicity
n Sector 36 is less clear and the maxima of Sectors 9 and 36 are
ff by nearly 180 ◦ (for a 3.56 d period), as if the hotspot causing
he excess luminosity moved to the other side of the star (see also
ection 4 ). These ∼4 d periods are reminiscent of those reported by
iwak et al. ( 2014 ) and Dupree et al. ( 2012 ) and likely linked to the
ame phenomena. 

The TESS data for EX Lupi show the sinusoidal modulation 
xpected for a source dominated by a single, stable spot, with 
 period essentially identical to the spectroscopic period (Sicilia- 
guilar et al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). Sector 12 was
iscussed in Campbell-White et al. ( 2021 ); Sector 39 data reinforce
hese results, although it also shows that, unlike the NC-related spot,
he continuum-emitting region gets fully out of sight on certain 
pochs, producing a flattened sinusoidal. The LSP has a broad 
eak at 7.206 d, and phase-folding the data is consistent with the
pectroscopic period, 7.417 d (Fig. 9 ). As observed by TESS , EX
upi was on average a factor of 1.38 brighter ( ∼0.35 mag) in
021 than in 2019, likely related to an increase in the accretion
ate that also seems to trigger more frequent, rapid small-scale 
ursting variations such as from accretion variability. Unlike in 
W Hya, EX Lupi displays a cleaner modulation during the faint 
tage. EX Lupi gets brighter when the accretion rate increases (e.g. 
erbig 2008 ; Juh ́asz et al. 2012 ), so its light curve is more irregular
uring higher accretion phases, maybe due to additional accretion- 
elated spots or extended parts of the accretion structures becoming 
righter. 
Subtraction of the sinusoidal modulation and further LSP analysis 

f the 2021 data produces a peak at 3.77 d, which is essentially
alf of the rotational period and suggest that most of these changes
re indeed related to a weaker secondary spot. Spots with variable 
ntensity on opposite sides of a star are common, and their relative
ntensity may be linked to increases in the accretion rate (e.g. Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2020a ). A second spot on the same visible hemisphere

ould also explain the changes observed in TW Hya, where the phase
hange between the two TESS epochs may result from the dominant 
pot in the first epoch switching to be the secondary one later
n. 
Finally, we detect several flares in the TESS data for EX Lupi,

hree of them in 2019, and at least one (and potentially a second) in
021. Identifying flares in TW Hya is harder due to its irregular light
urve, although we also see peaks consistent with flares. Analysis 
f the bursting behaviour reveals no significant periodicity for the 
 ursts, b ut the time-scales of the small brightness variations in EX
upi are of the order of 3 h, while the same small-scale spikes in TW
ya appear to last rather 5–6 h. The bursts may be related to other

pots from minor accretion events, which suggests that the lifetime 
f these events in TW Hya (the fastest rotator and the oldest star) is
onger. 

.4 Analysis of the broad-band photometry 

.4.1 EX Lupi: stable hotspots that grow and shrink 

X Lupi photometry is rotationally modulated on virtually every 
poch observed, including all AAVSO bands, obtained during the 
ise and fade-off phase of an intermediate-magnitude outburst. The 
COGT data are consistent with the spectroscopy period of 7.417 d. 
he LSP for the filters for which there is a reasonable number of
ata points have peaks at 7.167 d ( g ′ ), 7.324 d ( r ′ ), and 7.281 d
 i ′ ) with a virtually nil FAP (see Fig. 10 ). Phase-folding confirms
he results, which are also similar to Cruz-S ́aenz de Miera et al. 
 2023 ). 

The photometry data were used to explore the colour variations 
ssociated with the modulation. The change in colour during qui- 
scence (LCOGT data) is very small (Fig. 2 ), but there is some
vidence of rotational modulation of the colour for the 7.417 d period,
specially in g ′ –r ′ . The rotational modulation is much weaker in the
 

′ –i ′ data, so that the structure causing it rather affects the bluer
olours (see Fig. 4 ). The AAVSO data also show that the star is at its
luest (and brightest) during the peak of the outburst, suggesting it
s related to hotspots. 

To quantify the modulation, we used a model with a single spot. As
n Sicilia-Aguilar et al. ( 2017 ), the simple model assumes the spot
rradiates like a blackbody and compares the variations expected 
hen the spot at maximum and minimum visibility in each band

 BVRI for the AAVSO data, and g ′ r ′ i ′ for the LCOGT data), deriving
he best fit in terms of spot temperature and co v erage. This is
lso similar to Froebrich et al. ( 2022 ). We use a 3800 K ef fecti ve
emperature from Sipos et al. ( 2009 ) to represent the photosphere.
or the quiescence data (LCOGT and the last part of the AAVSO data) 
e checked for both hot and cold spots, while for the high-luminosity

tate only hotspots are feasible. Spot temperatures between 2700 and 
0 000 K were considered, as well as spot co v erage from 1 per cent
o 90 per cent. Since the model only focuses on the colour change,
hat we measure is just the part of the spot that comes in and out
f sight and, if part of the spot is visible all the time, this would
ot be taken into account. For EX Lupi moderate inclination, and
f we consider the NC-emitting region, it is likely that part of the
ontinuum-emitting region is visible most of the time and thus the
pot co v erage obtained by our model is a lower limit. A spot co v erage
 v er 50 per cent means that most of the visible surface of the star is
o v ered by spot rather than by photosphere, but we wanted to explore
his possibility. 

For the model, the data were binned in 15 equal intervals within a
ull turn (large enough to be representative of the typical magnitude
nd noise, and small enough to minimize the sinusoidal variation 
s the star rotates) to estimate the average magnitudes in each filter.
his allows to reduce noise and rapid photometric changes not related 

o the spot. The standard deviation within each bin is taken as the
ncertainty. The maximum and minimum magnitudes were taken to 
e the maximum and minimum of the averages over the 15 bins, and
onsidered as caused by the changes in spot visibility. The lowest
2 provides the best-fitting model, and the models within 3 χ2 

min are 
sed to derive the uncertainty. The results of the simple spot model
t are shown in Table 3 . The minimum χ2 is well defined, with the
est models concentrating around the same part of the parameter 
pace (see Fig. B1 ). The minimum χ2 is also lower than expected
ven for a very good fit, which indicates that the standard deviation
 v erestimates what is noise, likely due to other causes of variability
eyond the spot. 
MNRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
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Table 3. Temperature and spot co v erage v ersus time for the simple spot 
model for EX Lupi and TW Hya. The temperature and co v erage range for fits 
with a χ2 up to 3 × that of the best fit is also indicated. The notes indicate the 
year (2015 or 2022), the quiescence/outburst status (Q/O), and whether the 
spot is cold or hot (only rele v ant for the quiescence status, see the text). The 
cold spot model gives a worse fit for EX Lupi even during quiescence, which 
suggests that the hotspot is al w ays dominating the photometric variation. For 
TW Hya, we only consider the epochs with sinusoidal photometry variation 
and hotspot models, since cold spot ones give much larger χ2 . 

< MJD > χ2 
best T spot [3 χ2 ] f spot [3 χ2 ] Notes 

(d) (K) 

EX Lupi 
2457219 1.21 2700 [2700–2910] 0.20 [0.19–0.25] 15 Q (cold) 
2457219 0.25 4000 [4000–4225] 0.58 [0.44–0.63] 15 Q (hot) 

2459661 1.45 4700 [4700–4776] 0.88 [0.80–0.88] 22 O 

2459675 0.31 4400 [4400–4477] 0.81 [0.70–0.83] 22 O 

2459688 0.05 4500 [4420–4600] 0.35 [0.30–0.42] 22 O 

2459704 0.17 5200 [5120–5630] 0.20 [0.18–0.23] 22 O 

2459716 0.91 5200 [5070–5200] 0.11 [0.11–0.15] 22 O 

TW Hya 

2459668 0.02 6350 [6240–6550] 0.04 [0.03–0.05] Full data set 
2459657 0.10 6400 [6190–6630] 0.06 [0.05–0.07] First half 
2459674 0.15 5800 [5620–5990] 0.07 [0.06–0.08] Second half 
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We find that all the data are consistent with a hotspot with
 moderate temperature. The spot temperature is only slightly
igher than the photosphere ( ∼4000–5600 K), but we find that an
 xtraordinary large co v erage is needed to reproduce the luminosity,
specially during outburst, suggesting that the spots that produce
he photometric variability extend beyond the stellar surface. This
ituation is similar to the 2008 large outburst (Juh ́asz et al. 2012 ),
here the luminosity variation was attributed to a single-temperature

pot at 6500 K dominating 80 per cent–100 per cent of the emission
Juh ́asz et al. 2012 ). The 2022 EX Lupi outburst temperature is
ignificantly lower, which is reasonable for a weaker burst. It also
grees with the ASASSN-13db 2014 outburst, dominated by a
800 K large spot not constrained to the stellar surface (Sicilia-
guilar et al. 2017 ). 
The AAVSO data are particularly interesting to explore the

volution of a burst. The object was decreasing in luminosity very
apidly, so we divided the available data in three epochs, each
ne corresponding roughly to two rotational periods. Surprisingly,
lthough the temperature varies slowly, the spot co v erage goes from
8 per cent to 11 per cent, meaning that a very large spot rapidly
ecreases in size within a few rotations, as the outburst fades. The
ize decreases throughout the b urst, b ut the temperature increases
owards the end. This suggests that, during outbursts, we see a much
arger (but still rotationally modulated) luminous part around the star,
hich is later replaced by a small, compact spot. Although it could

eem contradictory, the increase in temperature when the accretion
ate is lower suggests that a region hotter than what dominates the
ontinuum excess during b urst, b ut smaller, becomes relatively more
rominent as the burst component rapidly shrinks in size. This fast
volution is consistent with the observed fading of spectroscopic
ignatures of accretion outbursts, which can disappear within days
e.g. Holoien et al. 2014 ). 

Repeating the analysis for the LCOGT data, which co v er sev eral
eriods in quiescence, the results are less evident. The magnitude
ariations also fa v our a hotspot, b ut the difference in significance
s lower. The fits are also worse, probably because they are derived
rom worse sampled data co v ering a longer time span. The results
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
re also listed in Table 3 , with the parameter space shown in Fig. B1 ,
or comparison. 

The single temperature of the model is a limitation, but the relative
ariation in different bands is v ery sensitiv e to temperature and the fit
s reasonable. Although there are much hotter parts in the post-shock
egion, such as those producing the He II and Fe II NC emission,
hese are not photometrically observed due to their size or lack of
ontinuum emission. Note that even the hottest spot temperatures that
e measure are too low compared with the temperatures required

or line emission, indicating that the region that emits the NC is
ignificantly smaller and/or lacks continuum emission. The filling
actors derived, especially in outburst, are quite large, and the
emperature differences between the spot and the photosphere are
ot very high, which is consistent with what has been observed in
ther variable objects (e.g. Bozhinova et al. 2016 ; Froebrich et al.
022 ; Herbert, Froebrich & Scholz 2023 ). 

.4.2 TW Hya: the shape-shifter 

or TW Hya, we used the LSP to derive photometric periods from
he AAVSO data. This was done for each band separately, and the
esults are shown in Fig. 11 . Due to red noise, the periods have low
ignificance, but we detect a peak around 3.7d in B and V . Both
he phase-folded photometry and colour are also consistent with
he spectral line period of 3.56 d. As mentioned in Section 2.1 , the
otational signatures of TW Hya are particularly hard to infer from
hotometry due to the bursting nature of the curve. Interestingly, the
hotometric periods derived with the TESS and AAVSO photometry
nd those in the literature (Dupree et al. 2012 ; Siwak et al. 2014 ) are
ll slightly longer (3.7–4.1 d) than the period derived from the lines,
hich is the opposite to what we observe in EX Lupi. This suggests

hat the structure producing the photometric variations in TW Hya
ends to lag behind the location of the emission-line spot and is more
rregular, to the point that the rotational modulation is often absent. 

The colour variations (Figs 3 and 5 ) could be consistent with
xtinction, but are more likely related to spots since the ligth curve
nd phase-folded colours do not show dipper-like events and simple
pot models can reproduce the variations. When the sinusoidal
odulation is visible, the amplitude of the variation is stronger in

he bluer bands, albeit not as extreme as in EX Lupi. As observed
ith TESS , the modulation is cleaner when the star is brighter, from
hich we can infer that a single hotspot dominates, causing stronger
odulations, during enhanced accretion phases. 
Modelling the photometry of TW Hya with a simple spot model is

n general not possible, except for the epoch around JD = 2459640–
459680 d, when the object shows the expected sinusoidal curve. We
tted a spot model for the 2459641–2459666 d epoch, another for
45967–245980 d, as well as another for the entire data set, to test
or uncertainties caused by the structure variability in a few periods
ime-scale. The data were split simply to have a similar number of
bservations in each set. The results are given in Table 3 . Although
he additional, non-spot variability is quite large (which also causes
he estimated χ2 to be very small), one important difference with
X Lupi is that the temperature is significantly higher than the
tellar photosphere, and the spot co v erage is al w ays very small.
s for the case of EX Lupi, the results for a cold spot model are

ignificantly worse, with minimum χ2 o v er an order of magnitude
arger than for the hotspot models, thus ruling them out. Given
he low inclination angle, the spot sizes estimated are also lower
imits since they do not include parts of the spot that remain al w ays
isible. 
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Figure 11. LSP for TW Hya in the various Johnsons filters as observed by the AAVSO. The grey line marks the region consistent with the rotational period 
derived from the lines, 3.556 d. The horizontal line marks a FAP of 10 e −7 as derived by the Baluev method. 
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.5 EX Lupi: BC spectroscopy analysis 

he strongest lines display BC during epochs of increased accre- 
ion, to the extent that essentially all lines have BC during large
ccretion outbursts (Lehmann et al. 1995 ; Herbig 2007 ; Kospal 
t al. 2008 ; Aspin et al. 2010 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2012 ). Ac-
retion rates a factor of few to one order of magnitude o v er the
uiescence rate ( ̇M ∼ 10 −9 M � yr −1 , Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ;
lcal ́a et al. 2017 ) are enough for the BC to appear around

trong lines. Day-to-day velocity variations in the BC are observed 
oth during outburst and quiescence (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2012 , 
015 ). 
The variation of the BC line profile in quiescence is reminiscent 

f what was observed for the neutral metallic lines during outburst
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2012 , see also Fig. 12 ). The change from a
lueshifted component to a centred one (with red and blue sides) and
hen to a redshifted component and back hints towards something 
on-axisymmetric rotating around the star. The BC varies in shape 
nd strength more than the NC, getting stronger when the accretion 
ate increases and sinking into the photosphere at lower rates, so that
onnecting data distant in time can be difficult. We concentrated 
he analysis on the Ca II IR triplet lines, which have the most
rominent BC and are detected in a larger number of observations. 
ther strong lines with BC display a similar behaviour (e.g. Fe II
018/4923 Å), but their BC are weaker and often lack enough 
/N. 
We started by checking if the BC velocity variation was due to
oving emission components, or to moving absorption components 

hanging o v er a relativ ely stable emission. F or instance, accretion
olumns seen along the line of sight can show inverse P Cygni profiles
e.g. Batalha, Lopes & Batalha 2001 ), and blueshifted absorptions 
rom variable, non-axisymmetric winds have been observed in young 
tars (e.g. Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2017 , 2020b ). Comparing with the
etallic lines, we noted that the H I lines show the inverse behaviour:
hen the BC of the metallic lines is redshifted, we observe a

edshifted absorption in the lower Balmer lines at the same velocity. 
his is as expected from a gas parcel moving away (redshifted) along

he line of sight, that is dense (seen in absorption) in H I but appears
n emission in less abundant species. Although this effect is not as
vident when the BC is blueshifted (probably due to geometry and 
eing on the far side), we can identify simultaneous blueshifted 
bsorption in the H I lines, so that the variations are similar to
hose observed in non-axisymmetric rotating accretion columns (e.g. 
lencar et al. 2012 ; K urosa wa & Romano va 2013 ). There is also
 positive correlation between the width and strength of the Ca II
nd H I lines (see Fig. 13 ), although this is dominated by the lines
 m
etting broader with stronger accretion. Therefore, we conclude that 
hat we see as redshifted or blueshifted BC in the metallic lines is

n emission and not the result of a variable absorption, so we will
xplore scenarios characterized by emission from moving, dense 
atter parcels. 
MNRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
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Figure 13. Cross-correlation between H α and two of the Ca II IR lines for EX 

Lupi during periods of increased accretion with visible broad components. 
Regions where the correlation is significant are surrounded by black contours, 
and the colour scale on the left indicates the positive or ne gativ e correlation 
coefficient.The data are smoothed by a 7 pixel both to reduce the noise. 
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.5.1 STAR-MELT analysis of EX Lupi BC 

e first used STAR-MELT to examine the long-term behaviour of the
C in EX Lupi. The data were fitted with STAR-MELT , including the
C and NC, using a multi-Gausian fit. Multi-Gaussian fits tend to
e degenerated, so we added conditions on the NC (restricting it to
adial velocities of ±10 km s −1 and FWHM < 20 km s −1 , as done
n Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2017 ). For the BC , velocities were allowed
o be within ±120 km s −1 , and the line width was constrained so
hat FWHM > 50 km s −1 . Further requirements included a minimum
OF of 1 and amplitude o v er the continuum of at least 3 σ . All fits
ere also examined by eye. The typical velocity for the Ca II IR
C is higher than what was observed for metallic lines in outburst

Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2012 ), reaching up to ±100 km s −1 , but the
t is hard to use at face value, since the BC shape differs from a
ombination of Gaussians. Following Sicilia-Aguilar et al. ( 2017 ),
e also used STAR-MELT to measure the asymmetry of the line (ratio
f the blue flux versus total line flux, measured from the centre of
he line according to the radial velocity), a much more robust and
on-degenerated way to characterize the lines. Fig. 14 shows the
hase-folded plots. 
An LSP reveals that both the velocity and line asymmetry have,

f any, periods shorter than the stellar rotation. While using the
elocities of each single redshifted or blueshifted Gaussian is weakly
onsistent with a half-period modulation, the line asymmetry has
 stronger periodic modulation around 2.3–2.5 d (see Fig. 14 ).
isual inspection also reveals this faster periodicity in observations
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
aken during the same rotational period (to minimize the effect of
ariable accretion), although there are only two relatively complete
equences. The lines get weaker (and mostly redshifted) at two
hase ranges, 0.8–1.0 and 0.3–0.6 (Fig. 12 ). This suggests either
he presence of more than one emitting structure, a structure not
ocked to the star (different period), or additional effects, such distinct

atter infall episodes. Viewing more than one structure, such as
wo accretion columns, is unlikely because the blue- and redshifted
omponents are very rarely seen at the same time. If the shorter
eriod is caused by a gas parcel in Keplerian rotation, it would be
ocated at around 4–5 R ∗ (inside the corotation radius of 8.43 R ∗).
f caused by distinct inf all episodes, there w ould need to be some
nderlying periodicity for the events. We explore these possibilities
n the next section. 

.5.2 Models and origin of the BC and its modulation 

e used different models to find the simplest structure that can
ccount for the BC modulation. The BC must be produced in a
on-axisymmetric region that is moving or rotating relatively fast,
o produce the high velocities. A non-axisymmetric structure is
lso the natural match of the stable accretion footprint traced by
he NC. We thus explored two main scenarios: a non-axisymmetric
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Figure 15. Models for a 120 ◦ (top) and 60 ◦ (bottom) sector of a Keplerian 
disc, extending from the corotation radius ( R cor ) down to 0.6 R cor , compared 
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agnetospheric accretion column rotating as a solid body together 
ith the star (modifying the model of Hartmann, Hewett & Calvet 
994 , to limit the azimuthal extension of the column), or a hot, non-
xisymmetric part of the disc (somewhat similar to the Keplerian 
isc observed by Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2020b , around ZCMa NW in
utb urst, b ut with a limited azimuthal angle). A similar disc sector has
lso been proposed for FU Orionis (Siwak et al. 2018b ). For the first
odel, we assume that the column starts at the corotation radius,
hile for the second we assume a disc sector extending slightly

nwards or outwards of the corotation radius. We also experimented 
ith a combination accretion column and disc segment. In all cases, 
e probed azimuthal extensions between 60 ◦ and 120 ◦, since larger 
nes dilute the observed ‘wobbling’. Note that our models aim to 
eproduce the velocity modulation, not the flux, which would require 
 much more complex treatment beyond the scope of this work. 

For all models, we consider the stellar radius ( R ∗ = 1.6 R �), mass
 M ∗ = 0.6 M �), and start with a stellar inclination angle θ ∼ 20 ◦

from inner disc modelling) from Sipos et al. ( 2009 ), as well as the
orotation radius inferred from the 7.417 d period (8.43 R ∗). Our NC
nalysis also agrees with a low angle. Nevertheless, an inclination 
f 20 ◦–35 ◦ is not enough to explain the line wing v elocities, ev en if
e include infall and rotation. In fact, the best match for the models
as obtained for an angle around 45 ◦, suggesting that the innermost

tructures (or the star) are slightly inclined with respect to the outer
isc. Since the lines are too broad to be accounted for by thermal
roadening alone, we also add an extra turbulent broadening factor 
f 5 times the thermal velocity. 
For the accretion column model, we followed the magnetospheric 

tructures and accretion velocities from Hartmann et al. ( 1994 ), 
ssuming that the accretion column starts at the corotation radius, 
 cor , and limiting the azimuthal extension. In the magnetospheric 
ccretion column, the material flows along the magnetic field lines, 
hich are defined by 

 = r in sin 2 θ, (2) 

here r is the radial distance to the centre of the star, r in is the
ocation in the disc where the material comes from ( R cor ) and θ is the
ngle with the z -axis. The accretion velocities come from a simple
agnetospheric model where the material leaving the disc follows 

he field lines essentially in freefall, landing in a position that depends
n the radius where the magnetic line originated (Ghosh, Lamb & 

ethick 1977 ; Hartmann et al. 1994 ). 
We consider a single magnetically channelled column locked at the 

orotation radius, which lands at ∼20 ◦ from the pole, in agreement 
ith the typical ranges observed for any NC line, between 10 ◦–
0 ◦ (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). We
onsider a single temperature of 10 000 K for the magnetospheric 
olumn, a typical value for accretion models, noting that this has 
nly limited effect on the observed velocity variation. The accretion 
olumn rotates with the star as a solid, while the disc part would be
n Keplerian rotation. 

For the non-axisymmetric disc part of the model, we started with 
he simple irradiated disc model from Sicilia-Aguilar et al. ( 2020b ),
imiting the azimuthal extension of the disc. Since the Keplerian 
eriod decreases towards the star (only the part at the corotation 
adius mo v es together with the star), a disc sector winds up and
volves in shape with each rotation, which makes the line profile very
ariable. The temperature in the rotating Keplerian disc is achieved 
y irradiation, decreasing from this maximum value down as R 

−3/4 

D’Alessio et al. 1999 ) but, if the emitting structure is not very
xtended, the temperature variation is minimal and the choice of 
emperature structure is quite irrele v ant. 
The first result from these models is that the BC emission cannot
riginate in a magnetospheric accretion column. The main problem is 
hat, given the inclination of the system, it produces a systematically
lueshifted component due to infall, which would be visible at any
ime during a rotational period but is not detected. On the other hand, a
eplerian disc winding up towards the inside of the corotation radius

an reproduce the basic features of the BC , as well as the messy and
aster-than-rotational-period modulation. Fig. 15 shows the results 
or the disc models. A non-axisymmetric, winding, slightly extended 
 ∼5–8.4 R ∗) disc is thus the simplest model that can explain the
bservations. This does not exclude by any means magnetospheric 
ccretion onto the source, but suggests that the BC emission observed
s produced in a hot, non-axisymmetric sector of a disc. 

It is worth noting that a similar non-axisymmetric or azimuthally 
imited disc component was also identified in IR CO lines during
he 2008 outburst (Goto et al. 2011 ). The CO observations revealed
 rapidly changing component at around 0.04–0.06 au, which is 
onsistent with a structure inwards of the corotation radius (5.4–
 R ∗). The non-axisymmetric disc model can also explain what is
MNRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
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Table 4. Summary of the phases observed in the photometry and lines. The phases are given considering the maximum photometric brightness, the bluest 
colour, and the maximum line blueshift, respectively, as discussed in the te xt. The y are all given considering the maximum blueshifted velocity (for the lines) 
and the minimum magnitude (or colour) for the photometry and phase-folded with respect to the arbitrary JD 2454309.6147 (for EX Lupi) and 2458543.827644 
d (for TW Hya). 

Object TESS TESS LCOGT LCOGT colour AAVSO AAVSO colour Lines 
(2019) (2021) ( g ′ / r ′ / i ′ ) ( g ′ −r ′ / g ′ −i ′ / r ′ −i ′ ) ( B / V / R / I ) ( B −V / V −R / V −I / R −I ) 

EX Lupi 0.14 0.17 0.64/0.61/0.6: 0.7/0.65:/0.2: 0.83–0.74/0.82–0.74/0.88–0.77/0.85–0.89 0.67–0.75/0.73–0.75/0.69–0.71/0.77–0.7: 0.60 
TW Hya 0.5: – – – 0.79/0.74/0.78/0.74 0.8/0.8/0.7:/– 0.96 a /0.94 b 

Notes . The values are measured from the plots, and the uncertainties are of the order of the last digit given. When the modulation is observed to change o v er time, we give the entire range. Particularly 
uncertain values are marked with ‘:’. a Phase for Fe II 5018 Å line. b Phase for He I 5016 Å line. 
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bserved in the optical emission lines during the outburst, as long as
he inner disc is non-axisymmetric far beyond the corotation radius.
he outburst spectra revealed a variable BC in most of the lines,
hifting between the blue and the red, but with lower velocities than
bserved here for the quiescence Ca II BC (Sicilia-Aguilar et al.
012 ). Assuming that the maximum shift was due to Keplerian
otation, the estimated distance of this spiraling-in structure was
0.1–0.2 au ( ∼13–26 R ∗; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2012 ), extending well

eyond R cor . Disc emission, albeit from a complete disc, has been
een in around ZCMa NW, when the disc is heated by an accretion
urst (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2020b ). A disc scenario also naturally
xplains why the velocity offsets are smaller in outburst than in
uiescence: in outburst, more distant parts of the disc, with lower
eplerian velocities, can be heated and produce BC emission. As the

ccretion rate drops, the disc cools down and the BC-emitting region
f the disc mo v es inwards. The available data are also consistent with
ore energetic lines (e.g. Fe II ) having larger BC velocities, again in

greement with a disc heated by irradiation, although due to the S/N
nd the changes from period to period this is not easy to quantify. 

To conclude, although there are not so evident BC in the spectra
f TW Hya, inner disc rotating material is also thought to affect the
hotometry (Siwak et al. 2011 ) and thus the global structure may not
e so different in both objects. 

 DISCUSSION:  U N V E I L I N G  T H E  STRUCTURE  

F  AC C R E T I O N  C O L U M N S  

e now use the information obtained from the phases and periods
rom the NC line velocity, the photometric magnitudes, and colour
ariations, to reconstruct a picture of the environment around both
tars. Several structures are needed to account for the range of
emperatures and variability patterns. Lines such as He II and Fe II
equire very hot parts of the post-shock region, while the photometric
odulations can be explained by regions typically 500–2000 K hotter

han the photosphere. Therefore, we have a continuum spot (or rather,
eature) that affects the photometry, and a line spot where NC lines
riginate, which may or may not o v erlap. The NC-emitting re gions
eed to be much smaller in size and/or do not produce a significant
ontinuum, or they would rapidly increase the temperature estimated
y photometry. 
The photometry could also be affected by other structures, such as

ircumstellar extinction events, which may be also correlated with
he passage of an accretion column (e.g. as in Sicilia-Aguilar et al.
020a ). Examining the colour–magnitude diagrams and light curves
or both objects (Fig. 3 ), the behaviour of EX Lupi is different from
xtinction and in agreement with an evolving hotspot that changes
n area and temperature, producing a smooth, sinusoidal light curve,
nlike typical extinction/dipper variability. TW Hya data lay closer
o the slope expected from extinction, but is not fully consistent,
specially when all colours are taken into account. We also observe
ome parallel trends, which are redder (and brighter) in TW Hya, and
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
luer and fainter in EX Lupi, compared to the most populated trends.
hey are more evident in the redder colours ( V–I and R–I ) and (for EX
upi) towards the middle of the outburst. A bluer and fainter parallel

rend, observed mostly in R versus R–I , could also be produced
y scattering and extinction (as in UXor variables), but since both
bjects switch very rapidly between these two parallel trends, so it
s more likely an spot visibility effect rather than a physical change
n temperature/area. Since the NC emission is visible at all times,
rastic changes in spot visibility further points toward photometric
odulations and NC lines arising from different locations. 
In the general case of a simple, single spot, the NC lines achieve

heir maximum blueshifted velocity when the NC-emitting region
o v es into the hemisphere facing the observer, and the maximum

edshifted velocity is attained as it turns into the other hemisphere. In
ontrast, a star is photometrically brighter when a continuum hotspot
s facing us, and a cold spot would have the opposite effect. In either
ase, the star is bluer when it is brighter. Therefore, if the line spot and
ontinuum feature belong to the same simple, symmetric structure
e.g. a spot formed by a hotter core surrounded by extended warm
e gions), we would e xpect the star becoming brighter approximately
t a phase 0.25 after the maximum blueshift of the line velocity is
bserved. Occultations of the NC-emitting region by an extended
olumn could produce a shift as well, but the lines are al w ays
bserv ed. F or systems at low inclination, it is unlikely that the spot(s)
n the visible hemisphere go totally out of sight. 

If, instead, the accretion structure has a hotter footprint (where
he NC emission occurs) but the continuum feature is trailing
his footprint or is produced a different part of the system, phase
ffsets are expected. If we have a combination of spots with
ifferent temperatures, or a single spot with a complex shape and/or
emperature distribution, offsets between the phase at which the star
s brightest vs the time when it is bluest can also occur. Finally, note
hat line emission can significantly affect some photometric bands
f the accretion rate is large (e.g. R , see Juh ́asz et al. 2012 ). Table 4
ummarizes the observed phase offsets that are used to track the
ocation of the different structures. Our intention in this section is to
iscuss all these possible scenarios, keeping in mind their complexity.

.1 EX Lupi: stable structures, but very variable accretion 

e start with EX Lupi since it has a cleaner modulation. We observe
mall phase offsets between lines from different species, which were
sed to pinpoint the location of the line-emitting region for each
pecies (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ; Campbell-White et al. 2021 ), but
ndividual species do not vary in phase significantly. Nevertheless, the
hotometry phase is not as stable, and the colour is phase-dependent,
lthough the rotational period is al w ays evident. 

Fig. 4 contains the phase-folded variations in magnitude and
olour, as well as in He II 4686 Å velocity, taking as reference
JD = 54309.1147 d. Phase-folding o v er long time-scales risks in-

roducing spurious phase offsets if the period has a small uncertainty,
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Figure 16. A sketch of the structures in the visible hemisphere of EX Lupi, 
which are probably similar, albeit less variable, for TW Hya. The NC of the 
lines is produced at the footprint of the accretion column or post-shock region, 
being very stable in time. The BC corresponds to non-axisymmetric material 
inwards of the corotation radius. The photometric variability is harder to 
interpret, corresponding to variable hotspots on the stellar surface and beyond, 
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have the same latitude/inclination (to account for rapid visibility changes). 
Lower scale effects from extinction and scattering by material in the inner 
disc or accretion columns may also need to be included. 
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ut the phase of the NC velocity changes by very little over the
early 12 yr of data (Campbell-White et al. 2021 ). The maximum
C blueshift occurs at φ ∼ 0.6. In contrast, there is a clear change in
hase o v er time for the magnitudes and colours, sometimes ev en
or data spanning only a few rotational periods. The magnitude 
rightness peak varies greatly, being at φ ∼ 0.14–0.17 for both TESS 
pochs, at φ ∼ 0.6 for the LCOGT data (which is bluest at about
∼ 0.2–0.7, mildly consistent with a simple hotspot), and φ ∼ 0.8 

or the AAVSO data for both brightest and bluest magnitude. This
eans that, although the photometry alone behaves as expected from 

 simple, hot spot , compared to the stable velocity of the NC, the
ESS data peak about 	φ ∼ 0.55 later, the LCOGT is essentially 
imultaneous, and the AAVSO data have a phase offset 	φ ∼ 0.2–
.25. Therefore, only the NC and the AAVSO outburst data (which 
orresponds to a very large spot) are consistent with the simple, 
ymmetric, single spot model ( 	φ ∼ 0.25). Therefore, we conclude 
hat the photometric maximum is not related to the hot region that
roduces the NC, probably because there are less hot but more 
xtended structures that contribute a bigger change to the photometry. 

The photometry phase shift is irregular, so the relative location of
he hot continuum feature and the NC region is not symmetric – nor
table o v er time. Since the NC-emitting region changes very little, the
ontinuum feature is sometimes advanced, and sometimes trailing it. 
here is nevertheless a tendency for photometric periods to be shorter, 
articularly in the TESS and LCOGT photometry, which suggests that 
he continuum, photometry feature is typically catching up with and 
assing the line-emitting part and could be located slightly inwards of
he corotation radius (e.g. at 8.27 R ∗ or 0.98 R cor , for a period of 7.2 d
nstead of 7.417 d, for instance). The phase changes on consecutive 
otations in the AAVSO data. This can be explained if a trailing
tructure rapidly shrinks as the burst fades: its phase would shift
owards more advanced values, as observed. In contrast, the phase 
s stable during the quiescence LCOGT observations, which roughly 
o v er the same number of periods. 

We thus conclude that the variations in the shape and location of
he hot continuum feature that produces the photometric variability 
epend on the accretion rate, while the NC radial velocity signatures
o not. The photometry feature may follow the accretion column at 
ifferent radii, as we observe for the non-axisymmetric disc traced 
y the BC . The drastic phase changes, plus the visibility changes,
ogether with its rapid changes and its large size in outburst compared
o the stellar surface, also mean that the feature is not just sitting
n top of the star and may extend over a hot and dense accretion
olumn or part of the corotating inner disc, especially during outburst. 
ogether with the location of the BC -emitting material, this suggests

hat the region inwards of the corotation radius is more complex than
nticipated. The small difference between maximum brightness and 
luest colour also hints that the feature is not uniform in temperature
lthough, as seen in Fig. 4 , the colour variations are not very large
ue to the small temperature difference with the photosphere. 
The non-axisymmetric disc inside the corotation radius, as inferred 

rom the BC analysis, is a location where periods can be shorter than
he rotational one, and a slightly advanced photometry feature may 
xtend in this direction, even if not as far as the BC -emitting region,
ince the photometry period is still very close to the rotational one.
or clarity and reference, we have sketched the different structures 
esulting from this analysis in Fig. 16 . 

.2 TW Hya: unstable columns for a quite stable accretion rate 

or TW Hya, the simple spot analysis can be done only during
he epochs when the photometric modulation is sinusoidal. In other 
pochs, the data reveal a much more complex structure that is not
uitable for the model. Fig. 5 shows the phase-folded line radial
elocities, magnitudes, and colours from the various data sets. 
lthough we can rule out that the NC-emitting region is extended
r has multiple components with similar strength, this is not true for
he photometry. The photometric variability for TW Hya is not only

essy period-wise, but it also varies in phase: assuming a 3.556 d
eriod, the TESS photometry maxima for 2019 and 2021 display 
arge period-to-period variabity and some ∼180 ◦ offsets. The average 
C phase for the maximum blueshift for TW Hya in strong lines,
sing JD = 2458543.827644 d as the reference point, is around φ
0.95. The AAVSO photometry in the most stable epoch shows peak 

rightness at φ ∼ 0.75, which is strongly offset compared with the 
C velocity for a simple spot model. The bluest colour is achieved

t φ ∼ 0.8, so, despite the mismatch with the NC velocities, the
hotometry feature is consistent with a simple structure dominated 
y a single temperature. There is also evidence of variable extinction
n TW Hya on certain epochs (Siwak et al. 2014 ), which could make
he colour interpretation harder, although the effect does not seem 

ery large in the data we analyse here. Finally, it is worth mentioning
he cold spot structure inferred from radial velocity variations and 

agnetic mapping (Hu ́elamo et al. 2008 ; Donati et al. 2011 ), which
dds to the complexity of the accretion structures around TW 

ya. 
In any case, the analysis of TW Hya reveals that its accretion struc-

ures are shape-shifting and more variable than in the case of EX Lupi
nd follow time-scales shorter than the rotational period, especially 
egarding those responsible for photometric changes. The structure 
or TW Hya at any given time may not be too different from what is
hown in Fig. 16 , but the entire inner disc and accretion columns will
e in this case by far more unstable. Since the photometric periods
end to be larger than those of the NC, the continuum features may
ave a tendency to extend beyond the corotation radius, rather than
nwards. 
MNRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
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.3 Understanding the inner regions around young stars 

ombining the results for TW Hya and EX Lupi, we conclude that
oth have remarkably stable accretion columns footprints, tracked via
he NC emission lines, which remain locked to a particular location
n the star for years. Although the temperature and density of the
C spot and, probably, its area, may change slightly (as suggested
y the line strength), the location is essentially constant, with some
ariations in latitude, rather than longitude, evidenced by changes in
he amplitude of the modulation. 

While the region where the NC lines are produced is very stable,
he continuum-producing region, albeit consistent with a hot feature,
s not stable and has a complex and variable temperature, size, and
hape. In EX Lupi, the rotational modulation is evident from the
hotometry, revealing a stable structure overall from more extended
egions down to the footprint. In TW Hya, the light curve is very
omplex, while the NC line velocities are surprisingly clean for an
bject that is nearly pole-on. The hot continuum-emitting region is
ighly variable, but less sensitive to rotation, explaining why efforts
o determine any rotational periodic behaviour are often problematic.
his may be in part caused by the low inclination, although the
ariability range in TW Hya is not so different from that of EX Lupi
n quiescence. 

The geometry and stability of accretion structures is linked to
he properties of the magnetic field (Gregory et al. 2006 ; Jardine
t al. 2011 ; Ireland, Matt & Zanni 2022 ). Comparing our results
ith existing models, the observations are, for both objects, highly

onsistent with the situation expected for young stars with an inclined
ipole magnetic field. The magnetic field of both objects is similar in
trength: 3.5 kG for TW Hya (Lavail, Kochukhov & Hussain 2019 )
ersus 3 kG for EX Lupi (White et al. 2020 ), but there is a lack of
ontemporary information on the structure and the ratio of dipolar vs
ctupolar components, which, combined with the kno wn v ariability
f magnetic fields in young stars (Morin et al. 2010 ; Donati et al.
017 ) precludes detailed modelling. What causes the difference in
wo stars so similar in mass remains thus unknown, but it may be
elated to the inner disc structure, and/or the magnetic field topology,
hich evolves with stellar age. 
In general, the dipole field controls the location at which the

isc is truncated, its tilt sets up the phase, and the structure of the
ccretion columns is regulated by the ratio between the octupolar and
ipolar magnetic field components (Gregory et al. 2006 , 2008 ). The
ctupolar component can break the axisymmetry of the accretion
olumn, so that a strong octupolar component results in a small,
ell-localized spot (Gregory & Donati 2011 ), which is similar to
hat is observed here. The tilt of the magnetic field with respect to

he rotation axis is well known in the case of TW Hya (Donati et al.
011 ), so we expect EX Lupi to be also tilted. 
The photometric rotational period tends towards shorter values

or EX Lupi and longer values for TW Hya, compared to the NC
eriod. This suggests that at least part of the continuum feature(s)
re located inwards vs outwards of the corotation radius, respectively.
he BC in EX Lupi originates inwards of R cor , a further confirmation
f hot material present in that region. The accretion mode and
hether the accreted disc material feeds from inside or outside of the

orotation radius may affect accretion stability (D’Angelo & Spruit
012 ; Ireland et al. 2022 ), with accretion from inw ards (outw ards) of
he corotation radius resulting in stable (unstable) accretion. For
he case of EX Lupi, accreting from inwards of the corotation
adius can explain the stability of the accretion column and footprint
ndependently of the accretion rate, while the strong accretion bursts
n time-scales of years may result from accumulation of material in
he inner disc that is not directly accreted due to this o v er-re gulated
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
ccretion and, eventually, triggers an instability. Accumulation of
aterial in the inner disc that is emptied after outburst has indeed

een observed (Banzatti et al. 2015 ), and it is worth exploring in
he future. Unstable accretion columns can explain the rapid, messy,
hotometric variations observed in TW Hya (see also K urosa wa &
omanova 2013 , for rapid changes in unstable accretion columns).

f the changes concern only the extended accretion structures, the
olumn footprint on the stellar surface does not need to be affected,
s we expect from the NC observations. 

Further examining the photometric burster behaviour present in
oth objects, we find that the typical time-scales for the irregular,
inor bursts are shorter in EX Lupi than in TW Hya, despite TW
ya being a faster rotator. The time-scales of these irregular bursts

re a few hours, which may suggest a connection to flares or to
apid changes in the magnetic field structure. In case of TW Hya,
he variations may betray the weakness of the large-scale magnetic
eld and changes in the octupolar component, which has been
bserved to produce flare-like bursts (Donati et al. 2011 ). Measuring
he magnetic fields at the same time as the NC and photometry
ignatures could thus help to disentangle the many substructures
n accretion columns going beyond the scales of spatially resolved
ata. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this work, we examine how time-resolved spectroscopy and
ultiband photometry unveil the structure of the accretion process

n young stars, using EX Lupi and TW Hya as test benches. 
We find that the velocity of NC lines is a better tracer of rotation

n young stars than the photometry. This happens because the NC-
mitting region is very stable and small, even when the photometric
ariability is very complex. Individual line velocities are stable
nd rotationally modulated even when the accretion rate changes
p to outburst levels, while photometric changes are much more
omplex and accretion rate variations change the size, location, and
emperature of continuum spot(s). The NC and photometry spot are
hysically different, pointing out the diversity and complexity of
ccretion structures around young stars. 

As it had been found for EX Lupi (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2015 ;
ampbell-White et al. 2021 ), the 3.56 d rotational period of TW Hya
omes out clearly in many NC line velocities, and phase-folding
eveals modulation in any NC line with enough S/N, o v er more
han a decade. The NC line analysis for TW Hya confirms that
he footprints of its accretion structures are non-axisymmetric, non-
olar, and very stable. Since TW Hya is viewed close to pole-on,
he detection of the rotational modulation also demonstrates the
apabilities of STAR-MELT to accurately measure very small radial
elocities. 

For both objects, the differences in the peak-to-peak velocity of
he NC modulations are consistent with latitudinal distribution. The
ootprints of lines with different energies are different, indicating
hat the NC line spot, while co v ering a v ery small part of the stellar
hotosphere, has a complex structure with a range of temperatures
nd densities. Some lines such as Ca II IR have low velocity amplitude
high latitude location). Comparing lines with different energies (e.g.
a II IR lines versus He I or Fe II lines), we find the same location

rends in EX Lupi and TW Hya, suggesting a common physical cause
such as stratified structures) behind this. 

The hotspots that produce the photometric changes are in contrast
ighly variable and spatially independent of the NC-emitting regions.
he photometry is in agreement with simple hotspots, but the
ultiband data reveal changes in their temperature, shape, and size
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 v er time, which explain the lack of periodicity during certain epochs. 
n EX Lupi, we even witness how the size and temperature of the
hotometry/continuum spot change as the accretion rate decreases, 
hile the NC velocity signatures remain stable. Photospheric spot 

izes grow when the accretion rate increases, and the large filling 
actors that the y achiev e at high accretion rates suggest that they are
ot constrained to the stellar surface. This had been observed in EXor
utbursts (e.g. Juh ́asz et al. 2012 ; Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2017 ), but we
ow infer it at lower rates as well. 
The hotspot(s) needed to explain the photometry are not much 

otter than the stellar photosphere, but much colder than the tem- 
eratures needed to raise emission in energetic lines (e.g. He I , He II ,
nd Fe II ). For the continuum spot, hotter temperatures may dominate
t lower accretion. Since the structure producing the photometric 
odulation decreases in size when the accretion rate goes down, 

his may also reflect the relative contribution of other regions 
e.g. NC line-emitting ones) that are very small but significantly 
otter, or the continuum-emitting region moving closer to the stellar 
urface. 

The analysis of the BC of the emission lines in EX Lupi reveals
hat its velocity modulations can be explained as emission from a 
on-axisymmetric disc in Keplerian rotation, winding up around the 
tar inwards of the corotation radius. Outer parts of this asymmetric 
isc (with lower orbital velocities) become visible when the accretion 
ate increases, as it has been also observed in the intermediate-mass 
tar ZCMa NW (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2020b ). The shift towards 
ower velocities (larger Keplerian radii) during outburst is also in 
greement with this picture. 

The differences in the accretion column stability between TW 

ya (where accretion is more dynamic, but the accretion rate is less
ariable) and EX Lupi (where the accretion rate is very variable, 
ut the accretion structures are remarkably stable) bring up the 
uestion of whether their variability is related to properties of the 
tar or to the inner disc. The magnetic field strengths for both objects
re similar (Lavail et al. 2019 ; White et al. 2020 , but note that the
opologies at the time of our investigation are unknown). The stability 
f accretion structures does not seem correlated with the accretion 
ate variability, although the differences between NC velocity and 
hotometry periods suggest that EX Lupi’s magnetospheric accretion 
ay feed from inwards of the corotation radius, leading to very stable

ccretion (Ireland et al. 2022 ) even if the accretion rate changes,
hile TW Hya would accrete from outward of the corotation radius,

esulting in very dynamic extended accretion structures but with 
elatively stable footprints. EX Lupi has thus more stable accretion 
tructures than TW Hya, raising questions about the type of instability 
hat triggers the accretion outbursts. It is worth to investigate in the
uture whether the o v erstable accretion structures in EX Lupi are
ndirectly responsible for the outbursts, for instance, by leading to 

atter accumulation in the inner disc and, eventually, outbursts. This 
cenario would suggest the outbursts are rather triggered by the star,
nd not by the disc. 

Since accretion footprints are so stable and can be well tracked 
y the NC line velocity allows us to investigate underlying radial 
 elocity variations, remo ving the accretion and spot signatures. F or
he two objects examined here, there is no evidence of residual 
adial velocity variations caused by companions, at least at the 
.1 km s −1 typical uncertainty le vel. Ne vertheless, targeted high S/N
ime-resolved spectra could be used to explore the presence of 
ompanions in these and other objects with similarly stable accretion. 
e thus conclude that determining whether stable accretion is 

ommon among young stars is a key to identify young planets in the
uture. 
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Table A2. LCOGT relative magnitudes and MJD. Only a small subset of 
data points is shown here. The complete table is available from CDS. 

Filter MJD Magnitude 
(d) (mag) 

g ′ 57185.987284 0.056 ± 0.045 
g ′ 57185.987896 0.048 ± 0.009 
g ′ 57187.710939 0.049 ± 0.052 
g ′ 57188.037580 0.044 ± 0.045 

r ′ 57230.825144 −0.094 ± 0.017 
r ′ 57230.825602 −0.077 ± 0.006 
r ′ 57230.920987 −0.096 ± 0.019 
r ′ 57230.921538 −0.111 ± 0.007 

i ′ 57230.827079 −0.098 ± 0.015 
i ′ 57230.827569 −0.047 ± 0.005 
i ′ 57230.923069 −0.095 ± 0.016 
i ′ 57230.923617 −0.089 ± 0.006 

u ′ 57205.872875 −0.173 ± 0.088 
u ′ 57207.189643 −0.110 ± 0.080 
u ′ 57230.068783 −0.061 ± 0.103 
u ′ 57231.365465 0.092 ± 0.178 
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PPENDIX  A :  COMPLETE  DATA  TA BLES  

able A1. Spectra used in this paper. All the data are available via the ESO
nd CFHT archives. The table displays a small subset of data, the complete
able is available from CDS. 

Object MJD Instrument Wavelength range 
(d) (nm) 

EX Lupi 54309.11469827 FEROS 353–922 
EX Lupi 54310.15650255 FEROS 353–922 
EX Lupi 54311.18745653 FEROS 353–922 
EX Lupi 55053.17519784 FEROS 353–922 
EX Lupi 55057.99258892 FEROS 353–922 
EX Lupi 55309.39403788 FEROS 353–922 

TW Hya 53460.22581782 FEROS 353–922 
TW Hya 53460.25440568 FEROS 353–922 
TW Hya 53461.26353177 HARPS 378–691 
TW Hya 53466.07513617 HARPS 378–691 
TW Hya 53495.09996845 HARPS 378–691 
TW Hya 53500.06376298 HARPS 378–691 

This appendix contains the tables listing the data and the corre- 
ponding fits used in our work. Table A1 contains a summary of
he public observations used in the spectroscopy analysis. Table A2 
ists the dates and magnitudes for the LCOGT observations. Finally, 
able A3 includes the result of fitting the different lines observed 

n TW Hya o v er different time intervals, which were used to
race the location of the accretion column footprint o v er time (see
ection 3.2.2 ). 
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Table A3. Results of fitting the modulation o v er sev eral time intervals for TW Hya, using the period 3.5558d measured for theHeI 5016 Å line. Only intervals 
and lines with a reasonable number of low-noise data points are included. The phase is given using as zero-point the arbitrary date MJD = 58543.327644 d. 

Species <MJD > MJD fin −MJD ini Offset Amplitude Phase Number 
(d) (d) (km s −1 ) (km s −1 ) ( d . ) points 

Fe II 4924 55259 55200–55356 1.35 ± 0.07 1.01 ± 0.10 49 ± 5 50 
Fe II 4924 57440 57416–57449 1.40 ± 0.14 0.73 ± 0.19 85 ± 15 41 
Fe II 5018 54198 54158–54310 2.51 ± 0.09 0.87 ± 0.13 91 ± 8 59 
Fe II 5018 55259 55200–55356 1.71 ± 0.07 0.97 ± 0.10 54 ± 6 60 
Fe II 5018 55965 55957–55972 1.89 ± 0.07 0.44 ± 0.10 −113 ± 12 54 
Fe II 5018 57443 57435–57448 1.66 ± 0.13 0.92 ± 0.17 95 ± 14 10 
He I 4026 54195 54158–54233 −7.65 ± 0.11 0.47 ± 0.15 38 ± 19 49 
He I 4026 55260 55200–55356 −7.70 ± 0.11 0.58 ± 0.15 69 ± 15 46 
He I 4471 54550 54494–54657 −1.14 ± 0.08 0.73 ± 0.11 42 ± 9 62 
He I 4471 55259 55200–55356 −1.00 ± 0.07 0.69 ± 0.10 38 ± 8 60 
He I 4471 55965 55957–55972 −0.77 ± 0.11 0.46 ± 0.17 −77 ± 16 54 
He I 4471 57441 57417–57448 −1.19 ± 0.08 0.39 ± 0.13 65 ± 16 39 
He I 4471 57909 57904–57915 −0.23 ± 0.10 0.43 ± 0.14 −54 ± 18 20 
He I 4713 54197 54158–54310 5.06 ± 0.10 0.55 ± 0.14 65 ± 14 61 
He I 4713 55259 55200–55356 3.80 ± 0.09 0.88 ± 0.12 40 ± 8 60 
He I 4713 55965 55957–55972 4.58 ± 0.12 0.41 ± 0.19 −67 ± 22 52 
He I 4713 57440 57416–57449 3.73 ± 0.12 0.55 ± 0.17 19 ± 17 45 
He I 4922 54197 54158–54310 5.08 ± 0.04 0.16 ± 0.06 115 ± 21 65 
He I 4922 54551 54494–54657 4.95 ± 0.04 0.24 ± 0.05 −64 ± 13 67 
He I 4922 55259 55200–55356 4.72 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.06 74 ± 14 59 
He I 4922 57441 57416–57449 4.72 ± 0.05 0.40 ± 0.07 −11 ± 10 59 
He I 5016 54197 54158–54310 1.89 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.05 74 ± 10 64 
He I 5016 54551 54494–54657 1.79 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.04 93 ± 8 67 
He I 5016 55259 55200–55356 2.00 ± 0.03 0.58 ± 0.04 44 ± 4 60 
He I 5016 57441 57416–57449 1.51 ± 0.03 0.48 ± 0.04 42 ± 5 60 
He I 5875 54551 54494–54657 7.06 ± 0.05 0.42 ± 0.07 29 ± 10 67 
He I 5875 55259 55200–55356 7.42 ± 0.05 0.51 ± 0.07 49 ± 8 60 
He I 5875 55965 55957–55972 7.35 ± 0.04 0.25 ± 0.06 −812 ± 11 56 
He I 5875 57441 57416–57449 6.65 ± 0.05 0.60 ± 0.06 73 ± 6 60 
He I 6678 55259 55200–55356 6.70 ± 0.06 0.73 ± 0.09 45 ± 7 60 
He I 6678 57441 57416–57449 7.14 ± 0.07 1.02 ± 0.10 62 ± 5 60 
He II 4686 54548 54494–54657 5.97 ± 0.12 1.18 ± 0.15 57 ± 8 50 
He II 4686 55253 55200–55354 7.74 ± 0.18 0.64 ± 0.24 28 ± 21 22 
He II 4686 57910 57904–57915 5.08 ± 0.18 0.70 ± 0.22 −17 ± 25 18 
Ca II 3934 55257 55250–55263 1.15 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.05 47 ± 10 51 
Ca II 3934 55965 55957–55972 1.03 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.04 −163 ± 20 56 
Ca II 3934 57441 57416–57449 0.86 ± 0.05 0.31 ± 0.07 83 ± 13 54 
Ca II 8498 54197 54158–54310 0.38 ± 0.02 0.19 ± 0.03 108 ± 9 64 
Ca II 8498 54551 54494–54657 0.27 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.03 −62 ± 9 67 
Ca II 8498 55259 55200–55356 0.20 ± 0.03 0.17 ± 0.04 109 ± 14 60 
Ca II 8498 55965 55957–55972 0.13 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.02 15 ± 12 56 
Ca II 8498 56705 56636–56808 0.12 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.04 −36 ± 10 70 
Ca II 8498 57441 57416–57449 0.17 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.03 −12 ± 11 60 
Ca II 8542 54548 54540–54553 1.21 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.03 205 ± 20 52 
Ca II 8542 55257 55250–55263 1.13 ± 0.01 0.17 ± 0.02 77 ± 6 52 
Ca II 8542 55965 55957–55972 1.30 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.02 178 ± 12 56 
Ca II 8542 56702 56693–56710 1.20 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.03 222 ± 14 64 
Ca II 8662 54196 54158–54310 1.69 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.04 62 ± 12 63 
Ca II 8662 54551 54494–54657 1.63 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.03 −72 ± 13 66 
Ca II 8662 55259 55200–55356 1.57 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.03 65 ± 11 60 
Ca II 8662 57441 57416–57449 1.56 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.02 101 ± 11 60 
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PPENDIX  B:  SUPPLEMENTA RY  F I G U R E S  

O R  T H E  SPOT  M O D E L S  

n this appendix, we display the parameter space co v ered in the
imple spot models, to highlight the best-fitting models and the area
ubtended by low values of the χ2 . Fig. B1 shows the results. As
NRAS 526, 4885–4907 (2023) 
iscussed in the text, although there is some degree of de generac y, the
est models for all hotspot cases are very well defined. For EX Lupi,
esults such as the decrease in size of the hotspot as the outburst fades
re extremely robust. The change of temperature, albeit somewhat
ess constrained, also agrees with the increase in temperature towards
he end of the outburst. 
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Figure B1. Parameter space and χ2 for the simple spot models for EX Lupi (top and middle rows) and TW Hya (bottom). The individual plots are labelled 
accordingly, and they represent the different epochs (average JD of observations) following the description in Table 3 . The large cross marks the best-fitting 
model, and the black contours surround the parameter space for values with χ2 up to 3 times the minimum (best-fitting) value. Note that the high χ2 values 
appear in white to highlight the best-fitting re gions. F or EX Lupi, we show the cold spot model for comparison in quiescence (which does not provide a good 
result) as well as hotspot models for quiescence and the various outburst epochs. For TW Hya, only the hotspot models are shown here, since the cold spot 
attempts do not provide good fits for any parameter combination (see the text). 
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